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ABSTRACT 

The absence of securely dated texts and monuments has been an obstacle establishing the sequence and dating of Meroitic rulers. To compensate, 

a chronology of rulers has been created by hypothetically associating them with a relative sequence o_f monuments especially the forty-one royal 

pyramids at Meroe. This lack o_f firm dating and attributions has led to a degree o_f circular reasoning in the creation o_f Meroe s chronology. 

Investigating degrees of continuity and change in the royal pyramid chapel decorations offers a tool far sequencing pyramids that avoids iterative 

reasoning. Based on a visual analysis of chapel relief in combination with data from Reisners excavations plausible solutions to some problems 

in Meroes relative chronology are presented; the correct sequence far BEG N 8, N 9 and N 10, the attribution of BEG N 12 to King 

Taneyidamani, and a dating of BAR 2 that challenges its attribution to King Teriteqas. 

INTRODUCTION 

The writing of Meroitic history, which is to some extent 

based on the chronology of its rulers, is a work in progress. The 

lack of fixed dates clearly tied to datable external events has been a 

major obstacle in establishing the sequence and dating of those 

rulers whose names are known from texts and monuments. For 

the most part the relative sequence of Meroitic rulers and their 

dates has been established by hypothetical associations with 

monuments, the most important of these being the forty-one royal 

pyramids at Meroe. With the exception of a few rulers, the length 

of their reigns is in most cases equally hypothetical. The basic 

framework ofMeroe's kings list and chronology rests on a relative 

sequence of the royal pyramids based on; their architecture, their 

location within the cemetery relative to its desirability in terms of 

prominence and building suitability, their style of decorations and 

the objects associated with them that was created by Reisner in 
1923. 1 Only in a few instances can an owner's name be associated 

with a tomb with some degree of confidence. 

Attributions of ownership (and thus the Meroitic king list) 

are made if dates can be proposed for a ruler based on other sources 

and a pyramid that seems to fall within the same time frame in the 
relative sequence is assigned to him or her. Or, when a ruler's name 

appears on an object or inscribed fragment that may be associated 

with a pyramid and again the date of the ruler is tentatively based 

on where that pyramid is placed in the relative chronology. 

"~ 
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Figure 1: Plan of Northern Royal Cemetery at Meroe 

(Ancient Nubia. African Kingdoms of the Nile, 

Marjorie Fisher, et. al {eds.} , {Cairo: American 
University in Cairo Press, 2012) Fig. 166) 
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hb'ure 2A: BEG N 8 North Wall, west end (Y dlin photo, 2001) hgure 2B: BEG N 8 North \~' all, ease end (Ydlin photo, 2001) 

hbn.lfd: BEG N 10 Somh Wall (Ydlin photo, 2001) 

Inevitably there is some degree of circular reasoning behind the 

dating of rulers based on the tentative identifications of their 
burial places. 

If new inform,ttion ahouc a previously unknO\vn ruler, such 

as King Amanikhareqerema,2 comes co light or the current dating 

of the ruler is questioned, such as the recent re-dating of Queen 

Shanakdakhete, a "new" pyramid may have to be "found" and the 

pre-existing sequence of rulers and che pyramids attrihmed co 

chem is thrown into various degrees of uncertainty. As a result 

there have been numerous revisions of the royal chronology and 

assignments of burial places in royal cemetery at Meroe since 
Reisner.3 For example, in re-thinking the criteria for using 

paleography4 as ,t cool for dating, C. Rilly has created a new and 

potentially more reliable method that captures paleographical 

changes over time in specific geographical areas when using the 

forms ofMeroitic cursive letters as a dating criterion. Based on this 

paleographical research, Rilly has proposed re-dating inscriptions 

associ,tted with several important rulers, most nocahly chose of 
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figure 4A: BEG N 8 North Wall, detail of figure holding 
tasseled cord (Y cllin photo, 200 I) 

Queen Shanakdakhctc at Temple 500 in Naga, suggesting 

significant changes in their dating.' 
Given chese challenges, wh,tt is che value of current 

chronologies proposed for the Kingdom of Meroe? Over time, 

chcsc chronological studies while upending some attributions and 
dating of rulers have also demonstrated that other aspects of 

Meroitic chronology have some degree of plausibility. Like 
scientific experiments chac may noc solve a problem, bur chat do 

demonstrate greater or lesser degrees of plausibility relative co its 

solution, thoughtful investigations of Mcroitic chronoloh';', 
including the most recent ones, have moved the chronology 

incrementally forward towards ,l more plausible one and a better 

grasp ofMeroicic history. Even if a chronological suggestion fails 
co hold, it cells us something valuable about where greater 

plausibility lies. Therefore, an investigation of the content, style 

and iconography of royal pyramid chapel reliefs was conducted to 
discover where greater plausibility lies when considering several 

questions of current Meroitic chronology. The pyramids at Mcroc 

fall into several distinct groups chat share structural features, 

foundation deposits and, most notably, types of chapel 

decorations that are useful in clarifying the relative dating of BEG 

N 9, N 10 and N 8 and the attribution of BEG N 12 to King 
T aneyidamani while challenging che plausibility of attributing 

BAK 2 to King Tcrimps. 

USING THE DECORATED PYRAMID CHAPELS AS A TOOL fOR 

DATING 

An archaeologist and philologist, Reisner was markedly 

uninterested in chc decorations co be found with these structures." 
Although the content and iconography of the pyramid chapel 

decorations as a useful tool for chronological sequencing of che 

structures has been explored,7 their potential to address chese 

issues can be further exploited. Continuity in their design and 

content offers a tool for sequencing pyramids whose chapel 

decorations survive. Unlike in Egypt, there would have been a 

relatively small number of arti5'ms involved in che decoration of 

the royal pyramid ch;1pels, which are boch modest in size ,md 

number ( even when including the concomitant decoration of 
pyramids in the Western Cemetery that belonged to members of 

the royal family). Only a few workers could have carved the wall 
reliefa at ,my one time. Therefore che small community of arcis,ms 

and priests responsible for their decorations would have lent itself 

to a good deal of continuity in style and content. This makes the 

pyramid chapel reliefs a potentially useful tool for establishing 
temporal rehcionships between chapels within ,l relative 

chronology. 

An interesting phenomenon can be observed in all of chc 
pyramid chapel decorations. There are numerous examples of 

similarly decorated chapels such as BEG N 9, N 10 and N 8; BEG 

N 11-13 and BEG N 19, N 26 and N 32. As in the case ofBEG N 
11-13 chese similar chapels span several generations making it 

unlikely that the same priests and workers could h,tve lived long 

enough to be responsible for every chapels' decorations. Therefore 
a conscious decision was made to pass a specific, traditional chapel 

decoration from one generation co another until at some point in 
time for reasons still unknown, a decision w,ts made co change chat 

tradition of decoration co another that was then followed for 

several generations. While new motifs could reflect new 

theological ideas such as the introduction of the Abaton libation 
rice in che second century AD,8 chere may also be instances in 

which che simil,1rly decorated chapels reflect a close family 
relationship between their owners and changes co their contents 

are due to some type of dynastic or family change in the succession 

of rulers. 

. ./.:: ---

••I .. L --" 
rigure 4B BEG N 11 South Wall. d.ctail of figure 

holding tasseled cord (LO V, Pl. 32) 
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figure SA: BEG N 8 North Wall, d.etail of King 
(Y cllin photo, 200 I) 

BEG N 8, N 9 AND N 10 IN THE RELATIVE SEQUENCE 

The sequence of pyramids immediately following BEG N 7 
has been the subject of debace.9 BEG N 7, due to its location, 

architecture and decoration predates these three burials and based 
on external criteria daces co the lace second century BC. 10 BEG N 
10, which Reisner erroneously dated co the first century AD, 
dearly belongs in this group of pyramids. BEG N l 0 had only one 
apparently unfinished burial chamber, 11 but its chapel reliefs 
demonstrate chat it was definitely intended for a king ntther than 
for a member of the royal family12 because on che chapel's north 
wall, chc king wears an atcf-crown with a uracus on each side. 
Beside his lion throne there is a small male holding the tasseled 
cord associated with the royal regalia, a motif also found in ocher 
royal chapels (i.e. BEG N 8, N 12, 13 ,tmong others. 

Assuming that construction on the lkgrawiya hilltop 
continued, as was its general wont, from south to north, then by 
location BEG N 8 should follow BEG N 7 and some chronologies 
do place BEG N 8 there. However several factors indicate chat 
BEG N 9 ,md BEG N 10 preceded BEG N 8 and chat Reisner w,L~ 

correct when he placed BEG N 9 before BEG N 8. Because there 

Figure SB: BEG N 12 South Wall, detail of King 
(Yellin photo, 2001) 

is more open space between BEG N 8 and its adjoining pyramids 
than any other pyramid in the cemetery, he suggested that this 
space was deliberately left open for a later construction by the 
builder ofBEG N 9. 13 

In addition, the content and style of the chapel decorations of 
BEG N 8 and N 10 are similar suggesting that they were made in 
very close chronological proximity hy the same workshop (Figs. 2, 

3). The chapel decorations ofBEG N 9 are largely destroyed,14 hut 
BEG N 9 and N 8's decorated coffin benches had distinctly 
different decorative programs. 1 > The chapel decorations of BEG N 
8 also have some features that are similar to BEG N 11-13. For 
example the depictions of che rulers ,tre very similar there are 
hb'lires holding the tasseled cord (Figs. 4A, B and SA, B). BEG N 

8 also demonstrates greater structural similarities to BEG N 11 
than either BEG N 9 or BEG N 10. It was the first co share a Type 
X pyrnmid and a new burial chamber type with BEG N 11 and its 
successors. 16 BEG N 8 is also larger than its predecessors and closer 
in size co BEG N 11 ( the largest pyramid in the cemetery) than any 
ocher. Given these factors, the sequence is most plausibly BEG N 
7, N 9, N 10, N 8, N 11. 
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BEG N 11 AND SHANAKDAKHETE 

The appearance of new structural fcatures,17 a new type of 
foundation deposit in BEG N 11 of gold rings rather than metal 

tablets,18 a complex design (two forecourts and pylons), and 

changes to the content and iconography of the pyramid chapel's 
decoration reflect the introduction of new traditions during the 

reign ofMeroe's first known ruling queen. These features arc also 

found in the first pyramids in Gebel Barkal's Northern Group, so 
perhaps a new family group with familial connections to Gebel 

Barkal assumed power. The decorations in the earliest chapels in 

the Northern Cemetery at Meroe follow late Napacan/Early 
Meroitic content and principles found in the earlier Southern 

Royal Cemetery chapels19 until BEG N 7 introduces a complex 

mix of Egyptian temple and mortuary text-scenes into the rows of 
offering scenes that filled the earlier chapels. This pattern of 

decoration is followed in the chapels of the next pyramids, BEG 

N 9, N 10, N 8. Eb'yptian archival materials continue co be used 
in BEG N 11, but these are joined by rows of family and court 

members walking in the queen's funeral procession. This funerary 
procession, which appe,trs only once before in another queen's 

f',1'/ 

~-, 
',,. 

,,, 
NI 

Figure 6A: BEG N 21 North Wall (after Wenig, 1971, Figure 6) 

chapel (BEG S 10), will play ,m increasingly prominent role in 

chapel decorations. 

Queen Shanakdakhccc is the earliest ruling queen named in a 
Meroitic text. There is no inscriptional evidence that links 

Shanakdakhece to BEG N 11, but because of its impressive size,20 

the presence of fragmentary texts in debris near it,21 and its gender 
appropriate chapel decorations, BEG N 11 was assigned co 

Shanal{dald1ctc by Reisner who dates BEG N 11 and thus 

Shanakdakhete's reign to the early second century BC. 22 Rilly has 

,! il l7 
-/J~;--) ' 

(_ ~ 

I I 

figure 6B: BEG N 17 North wall (LD V, Pl. Slb) 

recencly challenged the early second century BC dace of 

Shanakdakhete' s inscriptions and proposes re-dating her reign to 

the first century AD. 2
' Because of the similar timing in the 

appearance of new features, BEG N 11 and the first pyramids in 
the Northern Group of Gebel Barkal seem to be related. Current 

thinking holds chat the Barkal pyramids more likely date to the 

late first century BC than the second century BC (see discussion 
ofBAR 2, 4, 5 below). 

The new dace for Queen Shanakdakhete would place her 

among six ocher Meroitic rulers; Tericeqas, Queen Nawidemak, 

Queen Amanirenas, Queen Amanishakheto, Amanikhabale, 

Natakamani and Queen Amanitore who, based to some extent on 

classical sources, are believed to have reigned from the late first 
century BC to the end of the first century AD. Given that this is a 

period ofw,ufare with Roman Egypt, some brief reigns may not be 

unreasonable, buc evidence suggests that several of these rulers 
enjoyed relatively long reigns. It may well be that the regnal years 

for some of these rulers are later than previously posited. 
Shan,tkd,tkhete's pyramid might be BEG N 21, a queen's 

pyramid built alone cowards the northern end of the ridge 

overlooking the \Vadi T arabil. The only other pyramid similarly 
located along the northern spur is BEG N 22 ofNatakamani. BEG 

N 21 has the only chapel representation of the tomb mvner sitting, 
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not on a lion throne, but on ,t block throne chat is typic;Jly 
reserved in Egypt ,md in Meroe for deities ( e.g. Osiris on BEG N 

17 north wall).2'1 (Figs. 6A & 6B) The use of the block throne 
confers a divinized status upon the tomb owner not usually 
expressed in the Meroitic art. It is tempting to attribute this tomb 
to Queen Shanakd,tkhete, who may well have ruled closer in date 
co Natakamani and Amanitorc than previously bclicvcd.25 The 
unusual location, dating and iconography of the tomb arc suitable 
for a significant reigning queen; however the plausibility of this 
suggestion requires further investigation. 

BEG N 12 AND T ANEYIDAMANI 

Given the hypothetical and iterative nature of almost all the 
attributions of pyramids in chis period, 26 Queen Shanakdakhece' s 

Figure 7: Bf.G N 11 North Wall, detail offerings in 

center (LD V, Pl. 31) 

Figure 8: Bf.G N 12 South Wall, detail of offerings in center (Yellin photo, 2001) 

re-daring has also called into question ocher aspects of Meroitic 
history27 including whether King Taneyidamani is 
Shanakdakhete's successor. This connection had been made 
because his reign falls dose to that of BEG N I l's owner.28 While 
his relationship to Shan,tkd,tkhete may now be questionable, the 
attribution of his pyramid to BEG N 12 can be made less so. There 
has been some debate as co whether he was buried in BEG N 12 
(which follows BEG N 11)29 or BEG N 20°0 (which follows BEG 

N 13 and is the only pyramid in Reisner's Group E). The 
conscruction11 ,md chapel reliefa of BEG N 12 make ic clear chat ic 

immediately follows BEG N 11. (Figs. 7 & 8) Their size and 
similar, elaborate chapel decorations indicate that their owners 
enjoyed both wealth and power. 

lconographical evidence indicates chat BEG N 11 likely dates 

to the late first century BC32 as do graffiti on its north and south 
w,Jls. The paleography ofTaneyidamani's inscriptions also dates 
to that time. It is very close to the paleography of Meroitic cursive 
graffiti carved onto BEG N } l's chapel walls.B Although BEG N 
11 may no longer be Shamtkdakhete's, T aneyidama.ni and his 
burial place are still chronologic,Jly close to the queen buried in 
BEG N l 1. There is little doubt based on their location, 
architecture, and decorations34 that BEG N 12 follows BEG N 11 

in the chronological sequence. 
On che other hand, che attribution of BEG N 20 to 

T arn.:yidama.ni is kss plausible, being primarily based on the 
component of a Horus name, carved on its pylon, which 
is used by contemporary Ptolemaic kings. ·15 BEG N 20 is two 
generncions after BEG N 11 and the ch,tpel decorations have new 
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elements in content and design chat suggest a change, not of 

artisans, hue of culcural ,md religious ideas.36 (Fig. 9) The king's 

depiction differs from his predecessors' in that he holds a bow in 

his left hand and has a double (rather chan single) cord with tassels 

co close his mantle.17 In general its reliefs, while related to 
immediate predecessors, introduce new features th,tc look forward 

co lacer chapels, such as a prince/priest who stands direccly before 

chc seated tomb owner (as in all later chapels) rather than at chc 

opposite end of the wall separated from the owner by numerous 
offering and ritual scenes.38 (Figs. 3, 9)The reliefs also introduce 

arch,tizing features including the addition of curling ram's horns 

co the.: king's atd-crown that arc also worn by BEG N 20's 
successors in BEG N 6 and N 2. 

Finally, BEG N 12 is more likely to be Taneyidamani's tomb 

since it is a large, well-builc structure. Reisner noted the poorer 
construction and smaller scale ofBEG N 20 in comparison to BEG 

N 12 ,md it is also the first king's tomb with only two burial 

chambers. Tancyidamani was a dose descendant of the wealthy, 

powerful <JUeen who built BEG N 11 and whose own reign appears 

to have been long and active.39 It seems unlikely that he would have 
been buried in a comb chat offers " ... evidence of me,tger economic 

rcsourcc.:s." 111 

TERITIQAS, AMANTRENAS AND AKINTDAD AS THE OWNERS 

Of BAR 2, BAR 4, AND BAR 5 

During the late first century BC ~ early first century AD, Meroe 

was in active conflict with Egypt's Roman rulers. After the Treaty 
of Samos ( 21 /20 BC) was signed between Augustus and ,t Meroicic 

ruling queen (Amanircnas?), thc.:rc was a period of active 

engagcmc.:nc in Lower Nubia between Mcroc and Roman Egypt. 
Monuments and documents have preserved the names ofMeroitic 

Figure 9: BEG N 20 South Wall (LD Erg. LX) 

rulers from this period and inscriptions in some pyramids allow 
several of them to be securely attributed. to their owners: Queen 

Nawidem,tk (BAR 6), Queen Amanishakheco (BEG N 6), 

Natakamani (BEG N 22), Quc.:c.:n Amanicorc.: (BEG N 1) and 

Prince (pqr) Arikhankhorc.:r (BEG N 5). The attribution of 

pyramids of four ocher important royals from this period, King 

Teriteqas, Queen Amanirenas, Prince (pqr) Akinidad, and King 

Amanikhabale are less secure. Teriteqas, Amanirenas and 

Akinidad (who also served Queen Amanishakheto, BEG N 6) are 
known to have fought the Romans ruling Egypt ac the end of che 

first century BC to the early first century AD. 

Crc.:ating a relative scquc.:nce for and attributions of royal 
pyramids in this period is made more complex by the royal 

pyramids in the Northern Group ,tt Gebel Barkal (BAR 1-6) 

bemuse some of chem dace co this period ,md their owners appetr 

Figure 10: BAR 5, South Wall (LD V, Pl. 20) 
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Figure 11: BAR 5 South Wall, detail (LD V, Pl. 20) 

to have been ruling kings and queens. As noted in discussing BEG 
N 11, the extension of the royal court to Gebel Barkal is evidenced 
by che simultaneous appearance of a new type of pyramid chat is 
particular to just the Northern Cemetery and Gebel llarkal with 
false windows (Meroe) or niches with faience inserts (Barkal) on 
their eastern faces.41 These pyramids also share new types; of burial 

chambers (Type N rephces Type P), of foundation deposits, and 
offcacurcs in chapel decorations. 

The heightened royal presence at Barkel probably reflects the 
active policy Meroitic rulers were pursuing in the north, including 
Lower Nubia, chat ulcim,tcely brought them into direct conflict 

with Roman Egypt. Meroitic texts name two rulers who fought 

chc Romans Queen Amanircnas and her husband and predecessor, 
King T eriteqas and indicate chat boch were served by Akinidad, 

who bears the tide of pqr, a very high posicion."2 Akinidad's name 

is also linked with Queen Amanishakheto (BEG N 6), so these 

rulers were close contemporaries since they were all served by 
Akinidad.43 

Not all of the Northern Group oflhrkal pyramids were built 
for rulers as their iconography clearly demonstrates."" For example, 
che owner of BAR 3 has none of che regalia associated with the 
depictions of Meroitic kings or queens and in these instances we 
have highly placed members of the Meroitic elite who were 
entitled to a pyramid burial similar co chose in the W cs tern 
Cemetery at Mcroc. The owners of BAR 2, BAR 4 and BAR 6 have 
unmistakably royal accoutrements not seen in other non-royal 
Barkal chapels or in the chapels of Meroicic elites in Begrawiya 
West. The king in BAR 2 wears ,t fillet with a streamer and uraeus 
and has the base of a crown on his head (north wall).4S The queens 
of BAR 4 and BAR 6 wear four different royal crowns. BAR 4's 
queen also wears a pendant necklace with three Amun ofNapata 
ram-he,tds and a long tasseled royal cord hangs from her shoulder 
on both walls.46 The owners of BAR 2 and BAR 4, like kings and 
queens in the Northern Cemetery, hold a royal staff that 

9 

\ 

' ' 

..I - ,. 
l . ' ,,..... I I , . . 

Figure 12: BAR 2 North Wall, detail (LD Erg. LIX) 

terminates in a small chapel copped with a uraeus.47 The depiction 
of their royal attributes is somewhat different than in Meroe's 

chapels in chat there is ,t greater variety of crowns and regalia hoth 
within single chapels and from chapel to chapel. 

Given the activities ofTeriteqas, Amanirenas and Akindad in 
Lower Nubia, it has sometimes been assumed that they were the 
occupants of BAR 2 (Tericeqas) and BAR 4 (Amanirenas) and 
that Akinidad was buried in BAR 5 since it is notable for the 
military regalia belonging to its owner. (Fig. 10) A comparison of 
their decorations both to each other and to Northern Cemetery 
chapels ,tt Meroe indicates chat BAR 2 and BAR 5 do not belong 
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figure 13: BAR 6 North Wall, detail (LD V, Pl. 19 a) 

to the same time period. BAR S's chapel decoration has 
visual characteristics char are earlier than BEG N 6 
(Amanishaketo) and BAR 2 (Teriteqas?) with whom Akinidad is 

linked. The upper torsos of female family members on BAR S's 

south wall lower register arc rendered, as in earlier chapels, with 

their breasts depicted in true profile. (Fig. 11) This is an older type 
of represent,ttion. BAR 6, BAR 2 and BEG N 6 show fem,Je upper 

torsos with fully frontal breasts (Figs. 12, 14) a style chat is 

consistently employed in future chapels. Furthermore, BAR S's 

lateral walls have depictions of gods making offerings, Book of che 
Dead scene of weighing of the heart (south wall, middle register), 

and temple scene of driving in the calves ( , upper right 
register, north wall) chat arc found in BEG N 6's chapel and in 

ones prior to ic. The later style of BAR 2 can be seen in the 

decorations on its north and south walls. (Fig. 15) Their eastern 

Figure 14: BEG N 6 South Wall, detail (LD V , Pl. 41b) 

halves are filled only with members of che funerary procession 

without any ritual or Book of the Dead scenes intermixed with 

them. The lack of ritual or offering scenes marks BAR 2 as 

different from the other chapels ofTeriteqas' known time period. 

Stylistically BAR 2 is closer co BEG N 2 (Fig. 16) than BEG N 6.48 

Lacer chapels ac Meroe focus on che funerary procession co the 
exclusion of ocher rites on their north and south walls. (Fig. 17) If 
BAR 5 belongs co Akinidad, his pyramid chapel reliefs are coo early 
in style to have been made after those of BAR 2 (Teriteqas?). 

The architectural features of BAR 5 also indicate an earlier 
dace than BAR 2 and BAR 4 even though Akinidad would have 

outlived their owners. Reisner placed all three pyramids in a single 

group primarily because of their location. He noted that BAR 2 
and BAR 4 are more like Meroe Group f while BAR 5 has 

structural features that are closer to those found in earlier Meroe 

Group d. He writes chat, according to his typology, BAR 5 would 

have been built close co the end of BEG Group d and so was 

conccmporatywith BEG N 20, a timcframc that is coo early if BAR 

5 was built after BAR 2. Based on their positions along the 
Northern Group's ridge, Reisner believed chat BAR4 and BAR 6 

were by BAR 3, 1, and 2,49 so Reisner s,tw BAR 2 as being lacer than 

BAR 5 and BAR 4. BAR 2 is not tenable as chc burial place for 
Teriteqas since Akinidad outlived him. The decorations ofBAR 
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figure 15: BAR 2 North Wall {LD, fag. LIX a, b) 

5 have features more in keeping with those that pre-dace che period 

ofMeroicic conflict with Rome; however, it seems more plausible 

that BAR 5 would be the burial place of Akinidad than BAR 
2would be the burial place ofTeriteqas given BAR 2's late style of 

chapel relief decorations. 

SUMMARY 

The sequence of pyramids belonging to the first rulers of the 
Meroicic period prior to BEG N 11 is now clear. The 

identification ofllEG N 12 as T ancyidamani' s tomb allows for che 

examination of evidence from his reign within chc context of the 

new connections with Barkal as evidenced by the appearance of 
pyramids there that share new features with the royal pyramids at 

Meroe. A more general point for future consideration emerges as 
a resulc of these focused studies. The daces of many Meroitic rulers 

may be somewhat later than chc ones currently ascribed to them. 

BEG N 11, because of its resemblance co the Northern Group 

pyramids at Gebel Barkal might be later than is now thought. 
Given che number of rulers currently placed in che mid-first 

century AD (Natakamani and Am,mirore among others), some 
probably should be dated somewhat lacer into that century and 

perhaps even into the next one. 

figure 16: BEG N 2 North Wall {Yellin photo, 2001) 
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l'igure 17: BEG N 28 South Wall (LD V, Pl. 48a) 
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